Our handy lightweight purging rig
(JMP/HYD/D/4195) has been further
developed into a handy hydraulic rig.
Twelve units were purchased by the
Royal Netherlands Navy to enable
them to charge the Lynx helicopter
oleo legs on board their frigates.
The new rig has a capacity of 5.3
litres, develops pressure up to 200
bar (3000psi) and has a filtration of
2 micron absolute.

Train wash with Foamer 80
London Underground has purchased our
Foamer 80 for use at its new Jubilee Line
maintenance facility. Juniper has also been
included in a development for under-frame
cleaning with Atlantis, who represent
Karcher, the German pressure washing
specialists.
Dasic International Ltd., a leading chemical
supplier in the aviation and rail industries

and Juniper are cooperating in the
development of new cleaning methods for
the rail industry, dealing with problems such
as removal of leaf fall debris, contamination
from cast iron braking systems on rail
vehicle body sides and the cleaning of
underframes and bogies.

CORROSION
PREVENTION
A Chromic Acid Dispensing Rig for corrosion
prevention on
the bae 146
aircraft
wing
section
was
supplied to Air
UK Engineering
in 1998.
This rig is a
development of
our Foamer 40
and allows the
acid
solution,
followed
by
rinse water, to be
safely applied
down the wing
section.
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JUNIPER’S MUSEUM
PIECE...

Juniper joined the Wrens in much of their important work
keeping the fleet’s pilots airborne. Here a Wren is
depicted feeding engine oil into a Harvard trainer using
one of our Mk2 rigs at the Fleet Air Arm Museum at the
Royal Naval Air Station at Yeovilton.

AIRCRAFT VACUUM
TOILET CLEANING

An extra 65 gallon water tank on the Juniper Aircraft
Vacuum Toilet Cleaning Rig (JMP/KLM/D/1953/C500) has
made it much more user friendly. Brittania are currently
using the rig on their fleet of Boeing 767s at London Luton
Airport. Boeing themselves have named us as a supplier of
this rig in a recent service bulletin.
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